The implications of using different
This means that the error covariance models that determine the relative weighting of information in the analysis must be provided for the control variables. In practical terms, the analysis is essentially a procedure for extrapolating observational information to the model domain. Some representations of the moisture field are better suited to this procedure than others.
The question of which variable to use to for atmospheric moisture analysis has been around for a long time (Atkins 1974 , van Maanen 1981 
Background
The analysis in an atmospheric data assimilation system is constructed by combining a model-generated background estimate with bias-corrected and qualitycontrolled observations. If the background estimate is represented by the nvector x b, the observations by the p-vector yO, and the mapping from the control variable to the observations by the vector function h -IRn -+ IR p, then the goal is to compute the analysis x a that minimizes
where the n x n matrix P and p x p matrix R are the background and observation error covariances, respectively. In the special case when the observation operator h is linear, i.e., when h(x) -Hx for some p x n matrix H, the mini-
This expression shows that the change to the background due to the observations is in the column space of P. 
where e°-w°-Hw t is the observation error and e b -w b-w t the background error.
Here 
where wi, wj are the background estimates at locations i, j, respectively. The coefficient _ depends on the specification of mixing ratio background and observation error covariances; compare with (2). In the absence of bias, the best linear unbiased estimator is obtained when 
(rh)_ -(rh)bi (15) which implies a change in the mixing ratio at that location:
by virtue of (13) By the same reasoning, however, if the model has a cool bias in the stratosphere then the warming effect of temperature data will induce a spurious accumulation of moisture there• In fact, from (13) we have
where 
where T b is the background temperature.
The background pseudo-relative humidity and relative humidity fields are, of course, identical:
However, the observed pseudo-relative humidity is not equal to the observed relative humidity:
but rather amounts to a flow-dependent transformation of the observed mixing ratio. 
The pseudo-relative humidity analysis corresponds to a Change of variable in model state space
and in observation space (28) _o __ E-lyo, Accordingly, let
Linearalgebra thenshows that (27)canbewritten where
This proves the equivalence between a mixing ratio analysis with covariance models P, R and a pseudo-relative humidity analysis with covariance models P, R. The diagonal transformations D, E, which depend on the background temperaturefield, generate flow-dependent mixing ratio error covariance models even when P, R are stationary. Fig. 6 shows a Fig. 13 ) correspond to the dashed curves in our Fig. 7 , and are nearly identical if not slightly more negative.
We now turn to the correlations between mixing ratio and temperature residuals, shown in Fig. 7 (solid figure, and the bottom panel now shows the implied mixing ratio increments. Figure 10 shows the difference between the relative humidity increments associated with the two analyses (left panel; this is the difference between the bottom panel of Fig. 8 and the top panel of Fig. 9 ) and the difference between the mixing ratio increments associated with the two analyses (right panel; this is the difference between the top panel of Fig. 8 and the bottom panel of Fig. 9 ). We see that the relative humidity increments are equal to within 3% in most places. The differences between the mixing ratio increments increase with the temperature gradient South of Florida.
[ Figure 9 about here.]
[ Figure 10 
suggests the following implementation:
1. Compute w sb and h(w sb) from the background state;
2. Compute the scaled residuals E-l(y°-h(w));
3. Solve the variational problem with covariance models P, R and observation operator h;
Compute the mixing ratio increment w a -w b -D(_ a -_b).
In the linear case the solution procedure is expressed by 
The change of variable can be regarded as a preconditioner for the variational analysis equation (Lorenc 1988) , and it may improve the convergence properties of an iterative solver since the error covariance models for pseudo-relative humidity should be better conditioned than those for mixing ratio.
The modified observation operator h as defined by (33) 
where H now represents spatial interpolation from the model state to the observation locations.
In this case
is preferable over(33),since thepseudo-relative humidityfieldis smoother than themixingratiofieldandtherefore lendsitselfbetterto spatial interpolation.
fvDAS results
We briefly summarize some initial results obtained with the pseudo-relative humidity analysis incorporated in the fvDAS. Figure  11 shows 
Conclusion
We reviewed several commonly used choices of control variable for the moisture analysis in atmospheric data assimilation. For water vapor mixing ratio and specific humidity, errorcovariance modeling is complicated bythehighvariability in space andtimeofthe errorsandofthefielditself.Inaccurate covariance specifications for thesevariables cancause extrapolation errorsin the analysis whicharelargecompared to the localfieldvalues.Furthermore, characterizationof the estimation errorsin termsof their second moments is not very meaningful, sincetheerrordistributions arefar fromGaussian. Theseremarks applyto the logarithmof specific humidityaswell,whichsuffers fromthe additionaldrawback that dry background estimates arenot corrected wellby wet observations.
Relative humidityis a betterchoice froma statistical pointofview,in thesense described above.The relativehumidityfieldis morecoherent in spaceand time,andtherefore lendsitselfbetterto extrapolation. Since relativehumidity depends ontemperature, its useasan analysis variable impliesthat temperature observations directlyaffect thespecific humidityfield.Wefoundthat this canresult in anunrealistic andunstable accumulation ofmoisture in thestratosphere in thepresence oftemperature model biases. Fundamentally, aunivariate relative humidityanalysis involves theassumption thatrelativehumidityerrors andtemperature errorsarestatistically independent. However, radiosonde stationtimeseries ofobserved-minus-background residuals show a significant negativecorrelation between relativehumidityresiduals andtemperature residuals. Correlations between specific humidityresiduals andtemperature residuals are generally muchsmaller in magnitude.
Wedefined a pseudo-relative humidityby scaling the mixingratio by thesaturationmixingratioofthebackground field.Pseudo-relative humidityis a good predictorof relativehumidity,depending on the accuracy of the background temperature estimates. Its statistical properties aretherefore similarto those ofrelative humidity.However, in theabsence ofmoisture observations a univariatepseudo-relative humidityanalysis preserves thebackground specific humidity field,andthisprevents stabilityproblems with thestratospheric moisture analysis.Apseudo-relative humidityanalysis is equivalent toamixingratioanalysis withflow-dependent errorcovariance specifications. It is easilyimplemented in anexisting analysis system byscaling theobserved-minus-background residuals priorto solvingthe analysis equation, andthenconverting thepseudo-relative humidityanalysis increments backto the original humidityvariable. Earlyresultswith thefvDAS, obtained with extremely simple errorcovariance models, indicatethatthis change ofvariable canleadto a betterfit of thebackground humidityestimates to radiosonde observations.
Thenatureof the workreported hereis primarilypractical, in recognition of thefactthatactual errorsin operational dataassimilation systems arenot well represented by thecovariance specifications. It is important to consider thetobustness of algorithmic design decisions to thispractical reality.In particular, thecontrol variable should besuchthat time-andspace averaging oftheerrors gives meaningful results, sothatapproximate covariance models based onstatis-ticalaverages dopresent some useful information about local errors. An optimal moisture analysis scheme wouldrequiremultivariate moisture-temperature error covariance specifications, but wehavenot pursued this beyondthe blunt statement that it appears to bemorejustifiableto neglect specific humiditytemperature correlations (in a univariatepseudo-relative humidity analysis) thanto neglect relativehumidity-temperature correlations (in a univariate relativehumidityanalysis).
With this asa startingpoint,however, wefeelit maybefeasible to improve thedescription of humidityerrorsby modeling thethreemaindynamic effects onthebackground errorcovariances in the assimilation cycle:(1) advection of initial errors, (2)errorgrowthdueto model defects, and (3) 
